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HOMOGENEOUS  SOLUTION  OF  A  NONLINEAR
DIFFERENTIAL  EQUATION

JAMES  L.  REID

Abstract. The nonlinear second order differential equation

satisfied by the homogeneous function y = [aum+mbu'v"+cvmY~lm,

m=j+n, is obtained. Functions u and v satisfy independently the

linear equation y+r(t)y+q(t)y=0. The nonlinear equation derived

contains previous results as special cases of r(t), of the constants a,

b, and c, and of the numbers k and m.

Two linearly independent solutions u(t) and v(t) are assumed to satisfy

the linear homogeneous differential equation

(D Y + r(t)y + q(t)y = 0,

where dots indicate differentiation with respect to the independent variable

/. A limited number of nonlinear differential equations have exact solutions

which are constructed in terms of u and v. The equation derived by Pinney

[1] can easily be extended to include the first derivative term, i.e.,

(2) y + r(t)y + q(t)y = acW2y-\

with the solution

(3) y = [au2 + cv2]1'2,

where the Wronskian W=uv — vit is a function oft and the constants a and

c axe arbitrary. Likewise the results of [2] are readily modified to include

the case r(z);¿0 and a¿¿l, the generalization being

(4) y + rit)y + qit)y = ac(m - l)(uv)m-2wy-2m,

where the solution is

(5) y = [aum + cvm]1/m.

The number zzz is assumed to be real and nonzero. Thomas [3] has shown

that the function

(6) y = (uvf2
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satisfies the nonlinear equation

(7) y + r(t)y + kq(t)y = (1 - Q^T1 - \kWy-il

where k is assumed real and nonzero and kl—\. Equation (7) is the form

listed by Herbst [4], and it will be referred to as Thomas' equation. Direct

substitution easily verifies that (6) satisfies (7).

Solutions (1) and (3) are homogeneous of degree one in u and v, while

(6) is homogeneous of degree k. The object of this note is to derive a non-

linear equation, having a solution homogeneous of degree kin u and v,

that contains the results above as special cases.

Before progressing to the general homogeneous function (19), it is useful

to consider the special case

(8) y = [aum + cvmf'm,

since it is easier to follow in detail. The steps in the derivation of the general

case will be seen to be analogous to this example. The function given by (8)

is to satisfy a nonlinear differential equation of the form

(9) y + r(t)y + kq(t)y = R(t),

where £ represents the nonlinear terms to be determined. The first and

second derivatives of y are written as

(10) y = ky1-mlA,

(11) y = k(k - m)yx-ZmlA2 + kyl~mlÂ,

respectively, where kl=l and A is

(12) A = aun'-lù + cvm^v.

In terms of A, (9) can be expressed as

(13) k(k - m)f--2mlA2 + kyl~ml[A + r(t)A + q(t)yml] = R.

Multiplying (13) by y2ml-1 and substituting for A, À and yml in the bracket

gives

k(k - m)A2 + kyml[(m - l)(au'"-2ú2 + cvm~2v2)

(14) + (a + r(t)ù + q(t)u)aum~l

+ (v + r(t)v + q(t)v)bvm~1] = y2"" lR.

By assumption u and v satifsy (1) and, hence, the coefficients of au'"-1 and

¡jVm-i are zero  j( js now convenient to write (14) as

(15) k2A2 - mkA2 + k(m - l)yml(aum~2u2 + cv"l~2v2) = y2ml-lR.
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The last two terms on the left side of (15) can be combined by using W=

uv — vu and (12) again for A to obtain

(16) kik - l)A2 + k(m - \)ac(uv)m~2W2 = j2ro,~1/v.

Now, A=lyyml~1 from (10) can be used in (16) to yield an identity for R,

i.e., if

(17) (1 - l)y2y2ml~2 + k(m - l)ac(uv)m~2W2 = y^^R,

then by inspection

(18) R = (1 - Ofy-1 + k(m - l)ac(uv)m-2wy-2ml.

This completes the derivation for the function given by (8). Clearly, the

nonlinear equations resulting from (3) and (5) can be verified in this

manner.

If a third term analogous to (6) is considered, the homogeneous function

can be written as

(19) y = [aum + mbu'v71 + cvm]k/m,        m = j + n,

where b is an arbitrary constant. For this case, the derivatives in (9) may

be expressed as

(20) y = kyí-mC,

(21) y = k(k - m)y1-2mlC2 + kyx-mlC,

where kl=l and C is defined by

(22) C = A + bu^V^B,

with A given by (12) and B defined by

(23) B = jùv + nùv.

The equation analogous to (13) is

(13a)      k(k - m)y1-2mlC2 + kyx-ml\C + r(t)C + q(t)yml] = F,

where F is to be determined. The remainder of the calculation is the

straightforward, but rather lengthy, evaluation of (13a). The result corre-

sponding to (15) is

kik - m)C2 + k(m - l)yml

(15a)     + {aum~2u2 + cvm-H2 + bmu^v^Hv

•b[(j- l)uj-2vn-2ù + in - l)w3-V'-2z)]£} =/»iHF,
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and that corresponding to (18) is

£ = (1 - Vfy-1
(18a)    + {k(m - l)ac(uv)m~2W2 - kb2nju2'-2v2n~2W2

+ kb[(m -j - l)naum + (m - n - ^ncv^u'-V^W^y1-2™1.

The main result of this note can now be stated: The homogeneous

function given by (19) satisfies the nonlinear differential equation

(24) y + r(t)y + kq(t)y = (1 - l)y2y-x + kQWy~2ml,

where kl= 1 and

Q = bu>~2vn-2[(m -j - l)naum+ (m - n - l)jcvm - bnjujvn]

+ (m - X)ac(uv)m-2.

When the numbers a=c=0, m=2, j=n=l, and b=\ are substituted

into (19), (24) and (25), Thomas' results expressed by (6) and (7) are

obtained. The Pinney equation (2) arises when b — 0, k = l, and m—2,

while (4) and (5) are regained with b = 0 and fc=l. The result (18) clearly

follows for b=0 in (18a).

Some additional special cases are pointed out. For m=2, and b=0 in

(24) and (25), one gets a generalization of the Pinney equation similar to

Thomas', i.e.,

(26) y + r(t)y + kq(t)y = (1 - Z)^"1 + kacWy-*1

a solution of which follows from (19).

The final generalization of the Pinney equation allowed by (24) and (25)

results when m—2 and the requirement that n+j=2. The case fory=«=

m¡2 follows from (25) by replacing mb by b, Q becoming

(27)

Q' = (b/4)[(m - 2)(aun + cvm)(uvYm'2 - b + Ab^(m - l)ac](uv)m~2.

The solution of the nonlinear equation

(28) y + r(t)y + kq(t)y = (1 - Oyy1 + kQ'Wy-2"",

where kl= 1, is therefore

(29) y = [aií" + b(uv)m'2 + cvn'f"".

It is interesting to note that the choice m=2, k=l, and r(i) = 0 in (27),

(28) and (29) is equivalent to the equation and solution obtained by Lewis

[5]. For this case Q' reduces to the constant (ac—b2/4) and the Wronskian

also is constant. Indeed, when the coefficient r(t) is identically zero the

Wronskian is a constant in all the equations above, and it can be incor-

porated into the solutions as was done in [1], [2], and [5].
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The parameters k and m allow (24) to encompass a variety of physical

problems, while the arbitrary constants a, b, and c can be chosen to fit a

particular case. Lewis [5] has developed an invariant of the classical and

the quantum oscillator based on (29) above. Kostin [6] has derived

nonlinear equations for the probability density of quantum theory;

solutions to his equations can be found as special cases of (9) with R given

by (18). To illustrate the use of (24) and (25), particular solutions of the

Duffing-type equations

(30) y ± u2y + ß2e-6lotf = 0

are noted, where o> and ß are constants. For +co2, the solution

(31) y = yi0(ajlß)e3^

follows for m= — l,j=(3i—1)/2, n= — (3i+l)/2, where z'=x/—1, and for

a=c=0, b2=ß2/l0o)2, and W2=—4m2. For — of1, the solution

(32) y = e3o,tl(ae2mt - ßßco)

results for m= — I, j=— 2, n=l and for c=0, b2=ß2/4oj2, and W2=

Ato2. The constant a can be determined from an initial condition, e.g.,

a=l/y0+ßl2co, whereto is some nonzero initial amplitude.
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